3rd Poker Run Event for 2019
Come join us September 21st at the Blue Lagoon to revive the thrill of successful (and not
so successful) underwater navigation. The event will be a daytime activity and open to
ALL navigation skill levels.
Registration will start at 3:00pm with the first team entering the water at 4:00pm
The Poker Run fee is $10/person with fees going into the pot for winner-take-all prize.
Please RSVP by responding to this email.

For those of you that are unfamiliar with this event
Description: This is an exciting event where you and your dive buddy, will start at one of
the dive platforms. There will be a slate with an Open Water question and two answers each with a compass heading. One answer is correct, the other is not. If you choose the
correct answer AND navigate properly, you will arrive at another location with a slate and a
mesh bag with colored poker chips. You will take one chip from the bag, look at the slate,
read the Open Water question and choose an answer. Follow the heading of your selected
answer and off you go. And so on and so on. There are 5 colored chips to collect. If you
choose the wrong answer you will end up at a location - but no slate or mesh bag! You'll
have to go back and get the correct heading.
If you come back with 5 different colored chips you will be dealt 7 cards. If you come back
with 4 colored chips, you will get 5 cards. If you come back with 3 or less, you get no
cards. Whoever is dealt the best poker hand wins the cash pot AND a custom WINNER
poker chip!
This is not a timed activity (fastest course time is for bragging rights only). We limit each
team to a dive plan of 60 minutes, max depth is the bottom, and returning tank pressure of
200 psi. Average dive time is approximately 25 minutes.

Don’t
forget
your
compass

September 21st, 2019

Blue Lagoon, Main Beach, Shelter Stingray/Jellyfish

Registration starts at 3:00pm
Poker Run starts at 4:00pm

